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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures continue to rack up gains ahead of today’s open. This would be the 
8th straight day in the green as the relentless rally doesn’t want to stop. Still no deal in DC on the next 
stimulus package, but the Fed is doing the heavy lifting with free money. Apple and Tesla begin trading post 
stock split. Of course they are higher. Coronavirus cases are spiking on college campuses with some schools 
pausing in-person classes.  Utz is going public today through a SPAC. I may buy the stock just because they 
have the best potato chips in America (ripples). We may be near a market top with Mick Mulvaney starting his 
own long/short hedge fund. Next thing you know, Ron Insana will be running money again. Japan was higher 
on investments from Warren Buffett and Abe’s close ally emerging as the favorite to take over as PM. 
European indices are higher, but UK is closed for holiday. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +6.70,  10-Yr Yield: 
0.723%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Berkshire Hathaway has bought a 5% stake in each of Japan's five biggest trading houses, together 
worth over $6 billion, marking a departure for Chairman Warren Buffett as he looks beyond the United 
States to diversify his conglomerate.-Reuters 

 Even with a new divisor and three new components, the Dow Jones Industrial Average falls short of 
matching tech’s influence in the S&P 500—and that could mean a widening performance shortfall for 
the Dow.-WSJ 

 Barron’s was positive on TOL, TMHC, MGA, SBUX, MCD, VNO, SLG. 
 The effect of the coronavirus pandemic on firefighters and inmate crews has challenged California’s 

ability to combat massive wildfires this month, and forecasts call for more dangerous conditions in 
the fall in Southern California.-WSJ 

 With more people shopping online, redemptions of digital coupons in the US surpassed those of paper 
coupons for the first time during the second quarter, according to market-research firm Inmar 
Intelligence, prompting retailers such as WMT and WBA to shift discounts from paper to apps.-WSJ 

 While the chances of every American getting more stimulus funds continue to decline as time passes 
with no compromise legislation, some people should receive more cash because they're due part of 
their payment from the first check under the CARES Act—and the IRS is making it easier to gain access 
to the money.-USAToday 

 An appliance shortage is gripping the nation, and shoppers looking for big-ticket appliances like 
refrigerators, gas ranges, and washer-dryer sets will see downsized, low-key discounting events on 
the holiday weekend that are likely to disappoint.-NYP 

 China says it has reached agreements with half of the 20 low-income nations that requested debt 
restructurings as part of their effort to battle the pandemic, but a deal with Angola, the largest 
recipient of Chinese lending in Africa, has yet to resolve its debt deal with Beijing.-FT 

 A host of recent violence across Sweden, including shootings, bombings, and car fires, have knocked 
the coronavirus out of the news and raised concerns about the government’s lax approach to issues 
such as crime and immigration.-FT 

 As students begin the new school year, shortages of laptops and tablets have caused delays that 
could stretch months into the school year, forcing children from households that can’t afford the 
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devices to go without, widening the already sizable education gap between the rich and the poor.-
Recode (Teachers’ unions will blame someone) 

 With just weeks left in the legislative year, Congress faces two big transportation deadlines on 
September 30, a transportation to-do list and potentially dire consequences if it does not act.-RollCall 

Interesting Reads/Charts: 
 ZeroHedge: Restaurants can’t find enough workers https://bit.ly/32BpZUC  
 AEI Op-Ed: Doctors should not pretend that they are experts on how to run a society 

https://bit.ly/2YN29UQ  
 Institutional Investor: Why a longtime active mgmt. CEO starts an index firm https://bit.ly/3gG1cnH 

(we know this story all too well) 
 WSLS: Virginia Senate passes bill allowing assaulting a police officer to be a misdemeanor 

https://bit.ly/3lBI3aa  
 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
US personal incomes unexpectedly increased last month. 
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Here is the attribution. 

 
Source: @GregDaco    
  

• Spending was also stronger than expected.  
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The overall US consumer spending is now back to early 2019 levels. Insane chart with so many 
people still unemployed. 
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Below, we have credit/debit card spending by sector vs. the same period in 2019. 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article    
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Reduced interest burden (due to lower rates and delayed mortgage payments) has been supporting 
consumption. (Everyone has been refinancing their mortgages.) 

 
Source: @TCosterg    
 
Consumer sentiment ticked higher in the second half of the month. 

 
  
Americans are moving into lower-density communities within their metro areas. Regional mortgage 
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data provide the evidence for this trend (see comment below). 

 
Source: AEI Housing Center    
 
The move to lower-density areas and fear of public transportation have boosted demand for used 
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vehicles. 

 
 
The S&P 500 is testing resistance. 
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h/t @hmeisler    
 
 
The recent outperformance of growth vs. value has been remarkable. (I talk about this so much I’m starting to annoy 
myself.) 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article    
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Source: David Lefkowitz, UBS Financial Services    
  
The correlation between growth and value has collapsed. 

 
Source: Goldman Sachs, @ISABELNET_SA    
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Citigroup’s sentiment indicator is deep in “euphoria” territory. 

 

Source: @hmeisler    

 

Gamblers continue to avoid Macau. 
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US lumber prices are out of control. 

 
Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research   
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How to spot malicious emails: 

 
Source: Statista    

 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
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Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


